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Abstract
Video Surveillance Incorporating Pan-Tilt-Zoom Cameras
P.J. Holtzhausen
Applied Mathematics
Stellenbosch University
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602,
South Africa
Dissertation: PhD
December 2014
When trespassers target businesses and homes, outdoor spaces are typically the
ﬁrst point of illegal entry. Camera systems can help secure these environments,
but typically many cameras are needed to cover large areas. In practice most
camera systems are only used to review events after they have happened. It is
however possible to do much more, and we explore the paradigm of active monit-
oring where cameras detect trespassers and give visual veriﬁcation of the alarm.
This detection needs to be resilient to weather eﬀects and other environmental
noise, while running in real-time on high resolution video sequences.
Our goal is to replace multiple static cameras with a single Pan-Tilt-Zoom
(PTZ) camera that can monitor expansive terrain. These cameras can survey,
detect and zoom in on objects of interest. We develop and implement a robust,
real-time algorithm based on an interaction framework between an illumina-
tion invariant and a color based background model. We also developed and
implemented a novel technique where we use optical ﬂow motion vectors to de-
termine the size and shape of the spatial Gaussian kernels in non parametric
models. Although computationally more expensive we demonstrate these more
sophisticated models can be more robust.
These ideas are adapted for PTZ cameras, exploiting their pan, tilt and zoom
capabilities. We apply background modeling on panorama images that inform
PTZ camera movement. By this we discuss the construction of a system that
secures perimeters using zooming camera analytics.
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Proefskrif: PhD
Desember 2014
Wanneer oortreders besighede en huise onwettig betree, is die buite omgewing
tipies die eerste punt van toegang. Kameras kan aansienlik help om hierdie
omgewings te beveilig, maar mens kort groot aantal kameras as jy groot spasies
wil monitor. Meeste kamera sisteme word ook net gebruik om die gebeurtenisse
na die tyd te besigtig. Ons ondersoek die moontlikheid van aktiewe monitering
wat oortreders intyds kan identiﬁseer. Hierdie deteksie moet robuus wees teen
weersomstandighede en ander omgewingseﬀekte, en moet intyds hardloop op
hoë resolusie video sekwensies.
Die uiteindelike doel is om 'n groot aantal statiese kameras te vervang met
een Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) kamera wat 'n groot terrein kan dek. Hierdie kame-
ras kan rondkyk en in zoem op relevante voorwerpe. Ons begin deur intydse
robuuste monitering te verbeter gebaseer op die kombinasie van illuminasie in-
variante en kleur gebasseerde modelle. Ons stel dan 'n nuwe tegniek voor om
optiese vloei vektore te gebruik om Gaussiese verspreidings se vorm en orientasie
te bepaal vir nie-parametriese modelle. Ons pas hierdie idees aan vir gebruik
op PTZ kameras. Dit behels onder andere die ontwikkeling van panoramiese
agtergrond modelle. Ons gebruik die PTZ eienskappe om die opgespoorde in-
dringers in detail te monitor. Van hier kan ons die PTZ kamera se beweging
beheer volgens enige deteksies.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Security in South Africa is a pressing problem, and there is a great demand
for solutions targeted at the small business and home owner. According to
South African crime statistics of 2014 [38] there were 73,600 cases of burglary
targetting businesses alone.
In their traditional role, security cameras are an essential component in the
security industry, and give a business owner awareness of their premises and
outdoor yards. A person can review what has happened on their property,
and even view the video stream of what is happening there right now. Yet
cameras can contribute far more to active security than just serving as a review
mechanism or deterrent.
Two inherent challenges in the use of security cameras are the issue of human
monitoring and the matter of infrastructure scale:
1.) Human monitoring
Camera systems are either not monitored or overload human operators for
active response. A guard that watches a monitoring station is often overwhelmed
by the amount of events displayed on the screen, especially involving multiple
cameras. A video wall of multiple screens is often required that splits attention
even more. Imagine a security guard having to monitor all the cameras at
a facility right through the early hours of the night. It is unrealistic to expect
attention not to dwindle over long periods of time while observing scenes without
much activity. And sometimes a split-second of inattention may be the causing
factor in missing a crucial event.
A solution to this problem is to use computer vision in assisting human
operators by giving alerts at the detection of events. Outdoors environments
are an area of focus because this is often the point of ﬁrst illegal entry, but this
bring with it its own set of challenges. Outdoor environments are especially
prone to false alarms caused by dynamic environmental eﬀects.
Weather phenomena such as the sun moving behind the clouds and falling
rain can introduce signiﬁcant noise to the system. The wind introduces even
more challenges by moving vegetation and potentially shaking the camera. From
the technological side the onboard compression of video may introduce video
artifacts. This is especially true if the camera operates over wiﬁ and undergoes
1
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Figure 1.1: Pan Tilt Zoom (PTZ) camera.
network packet loss.
A camera sometimes have wide angle view, so even small distant objects
could potentially be relevant. This is diﬃcult in environmental noisy situations
and where the feature footprint of an object is small.
2.) Infrastructure challenges
Security cameras are expensive and many cameras are needed to secure large
environments. Security cameras that give good deﬁnition video quality can be
especially expensive in large quantity, and even then the resolution may not
be good enough for important details to be in focus. Furthermore there is the
added complexity of infrastructure issues such as the installation of the cameras
and running of wiring. Cameras require power and ethernet cabling may be
required. The network bandwidth also quickly mounts as the system runs on the
local intranet and normal network usage could be aﬀected. Numerous cameras
implies immense storage space required, because each video stream must be
saved on disk for future recall purposes. If camera streams are analysed with
video analytics many cameras may require that a large amount of processor
power is available to run the algorithms.
We develop a system that can robustly handle large scale outdoor security
with the use of video camera analytics. This will not only be applicable on static
cameras in outdoor environments, but also serve in replacing static cameras with
a single Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) camera as shown in Figure 1.1. This camera
can be controlled to look around in 360 degrees, tilt up and down and zoom
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Figure 1.2: Overview of PTZ system.
in on targets of interest. A large terrain can therefore be covered, and events
inspected in detail if required. For handling outdoor environments we will start
from the context of a static camera and improve background modeling work to
increase robustness to environmental noise.
From there we try to make these algorithms cover larger territory by de-
veloping algorithms for automating the movement of the Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ)
camera.
The goal is to replace multiple static cameras with a single PTZ camera
securing a terrain. A single PTZ camera gives great advantages in installa-
tional simplicity, overall cost and maintenance. It also lessens the bandwidth
and computational resources required. This comes at the cost of operational
complexity, which we will address in the following chapters.
Figure 1.2 shows the placement of a Pan-Tilt-Zoom camera in a landscape.
The camera has two angles of rotation, and can pan θ degrees around the camera
center and tilt φ degrees vertically. The camera can zoom into the viewing
direction and get more details but with a more limited ﬁeld of view.
Since our design is that the camera should secure an entire terrain, the
possibility would be there that an event occurs outside the ﬁeld of view. Our
strategy is to have a patrolling motion path with periodic reinspection of regions
of likely activity.
The algorithm directly informs the PTZ movement, so therefore real-time
performance is very important. Our approach is to run real-time on CPU
based architectures with images large enough for suﬃcient details. Real-time in
security camera circles is typically accepted as 5 frames per second.
Illumination robustness is crucial, not only for environmental noise such as
weather eﬀects, but because the PTZ camera adjusts its exposure and white
balance as the view changes. The image of two adjacent viewing angles may
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Figure 1.3: Frigate of the South African Navy.
diﬀer considerably in brightness.
The South African Navy has acquired a number of frigates as in Figure 1.3.
These are modern vessels ﬁtted with advanced counter-measures, yet is vulnera-
ble to small informal vessels that often do not have a signiﬁcant radar signature.
For this reason each frigate is equipped with a Pan-Tilt-Zoom camera on the
observation tower. This camera is controlled by a human operator, but this is
a taxing exercise that is not necessarily sustainable in the long run.
There is therefore great potential in also automating this system to be able
to scan and detect unidentiﬁed small vessels in harbours and on the open sea.
A secondary objective of this thesis is therefore to apply our system in such
conditions. Robustness to ocean conditions and detecting objects in wave chop
will therefore be investigated.
There are many ways to detect novelty in a scene. Outdoor environments
are noise prone, featuring changes in illumination and movement in foliage and
water. This makes it a challenge to detect pedestrian or vehicle entry into a
scene. For our use case it is also necessary to detect at a distance, so small
objects are potentially signiﬁcant.
Detection using machine learning techniques are the most resilient in dif-
ferentiating between signal and noise. Pedestrian detection using Histogram of
Gradient (HoG) features of Dalal and Triggs [12] and also recent advancements
in deep learning image classiﬁcation of Krizhevsky et al. [25] has proven in-
creasingly accurate. But detection has some diﬃculty to deal with objects not
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displaying enough feature detail e.g. the object is either too blurry or too small,
or the object moves too fast.
Another approach to detection is to operate on the characteristics of motion.
Spatio-temporal tracking based approaches such as done by Sato and Aggarwal
[39] work well for certain camera orientations, but may have diﬃculty in noisy
environments. Kale et al. [24] detect pedestrians from the gait analysis of their
arms and legs, but unfortunately this does not work for rigid objects such as
vehicles. Optical ﬂow vectors can be clustered to detect new moving objects as
done by Sheikh et al. [40] and is especially useful for moving cameras, but this
does not work for stationary objects and not necessarily very robust to waving
branches.
For our use case, we require real time detection of novel events since we
drive a PTZ camera according to what is detected. Further more, we require
to operate on large images since this provides us with more detail. Real time
processing of large images are therefore a necessity.
When we as a human see something new such as a new object appearing
on our desk, there is a prior involved that we use in comparing what we see
with what we expected to see. Background modeling is the method we use to
describe that prior, and together with good computational eﬃciency it is a good
choice in approaching the problem at hand.
Stauﬀer and Grimson [43] brought eﬃcient well-performing background mod-
eling into prominence with their Mixture of Gaussians (MoG) modeling. We
extend this technique by combining illumination invariant and color models.
Non-parametric background models using Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)
was ﬁrst introduced by Elgammal et al. [13] and taken further by Sheikh and
Shah [41] and Narayana et al. [32]. Kernel density techniques allow the combi-
nation of diverse features like optical ﬂow as explored by Mittal and Paragios
[31], and we take this further to integrate it in a novel way.
Background modeling may be eﬃcient, but as a technique do oﬀer some
challenges that need to be resolved. We will discuss approaches to this in the
second and third chapter.
Finally we apply the background modeling technique in a Pan-Tilt-Zoom
camera context. We do this by building and modeling a panorama image by
aligning the separate PTZ images. Calibrating the PTZ camera is essential
as done by Sinha and Pollefeys [42], Wu and Radke [48] and Bimbo et al. [5].
There is often an assumption made that features will be available to calibrate
and align images. Furthermore they often use time intensive algorithms such as
bundle adjustment as in Sinha and Pollefeys [42] that give accurate results but is
not a good ﬁt for our real-time use case. We use position information feedback
from camera servos together with robust background modeling to handle the
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detection of novel objects in the PTZ camera scene.
Overview
We start our investigation by considering background modeling from a static
camera perspective. In the second chapter we consider the real-time aspect
of background modeling, and propose a framework that combine the results
of illumination invariant and colour based systems to give robust and real-
time performing algorithms. The main results of this chapter was published
in the Journal of Real­Time Image Processing as An illumination invariant
framework for real-time foreground detection [19]. We have also presented on
this topic at the IPTA2012 conference on the application of this framework on
ocean situations [18].
Moving from there to the third chapter, we investigate what extent we can
make background modeling perform best in challenging environmental condi-
tions. We pursue a non-parametric approach and note how optical ﬂow can
increase the performance in surprising ways. The results of this chapter is un-
der review as Motion shaped bandwidth in kernel density estimation background
modeling [20]. We test our background models extensively against existing
benchmarks for static cameras.
Finally in the last chapter we we combine these techniques and create a Pan-
Tilt-Zoom system. We combine background modeling, object size estimation
with calibrated camera models to detect perimeter activity. We test this by
validating our PTZ results with that of a static camera observing a wide angle
view of the same scene. The end result is a Pan-Tilt-Zoom system that observes
landscapes and detects events.
Our main contribution from each chapter is as follows:
Chapter 2: Edges of the same object are most likely connected by de-
tected contiguous foreground of the color model, allowing edges
belonging to the same object to be grouped together.
Chapter 3: Optical ﬂow is not only useful as features, but as region
of training interest around the optical ﬂow vector.
Chapter 4: Robust background modeling and metrics gives us means
to work real-time in situations where we have an estimate of
PTZ calibration.
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Chapter 2
Real-time background
modeling framework
In this chapter we propose a generalized framework to handle some of the greater
challenges facing background modeling systems while keeping its real-time char-
acteristics. This includes object persistence and reintegration, illumination ro-
bustness and resistance to environmental eﬀects. We describe an interaction
framework between an illumination invariant and a color based model, designed
with a strong real time emphasis, and the principles remain applicable by col-
lapsing each module to a simpler real time variant. The main results of this
chapter was published in the Journal of Real­Time Image Processing as An
illumination invariant framework for real-time foreground detection [19].
2.1 Introduction
There are many approaches to detect relevant objects in a video sequence, with
background modeling oﬀering distinct advantages.
Background modeling builds a model representation of an environment, and
detects a new object if this objects diﬀers signiﬁcantly from this model. No prior
models are therefore needed for detected objects entering the scene, meaning
that blurry, small and distant objects are detectable and the general shape of
a foreground object can be easily extracted. It is also suitable for real-time
implementation.
With the advantages of background modeling come a number of drawbacks.
The integrity of the background model is often compromised for example, by
moving objects during background initialization or when objects considered to
be part of the background, hence of the background model, start to move. In
outdoor scenes environmental dynamics oﬀer many challenges. Weather eﬀects
and changes in illumination can and do create false positives, as illustrated in
Figure 2.2. Even indoor scenes are challenging due to to factors such as auto-
irising cameras, dense crowds, opening lifts and moving escalators. These factors
involve large state and illumination changes, and repeating motion.
7
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The development of robust real-time algorithms for such diﬃcult scenar-
ios poses a signiﬁcant challengeincreasing algorithmic complexity almost in-
evitable results in increasing computational complexity. Performance consider-
ations become even more critical if more video streams are processed at larger
image resolutions.
Stauﬀer and Grimson [43] suggested background modeling with Mixture of
Gaussians (MoG) that deals well with slow changes in illumination and repeat-
ing motion, but struggles to cope with sudden environmental changes. One
approach to remedy this situation is the adjustment of the update learning pa-
rameter based on an activation function, see Harville [17], Cheung and Kamath
[9], Cristani et al. [11]. The learning parameter controls how fast the background
model learns, while the activation function inﬂuences this learning rate. This is
similar to our approach, except that we opt for illumination invariant features
in order to deal with illumination changes. Our investigations also indicate
that the exact method of the interaction between the edge and color features
contribute signiﬁcantly to eﬃcacy of the system.
The modeling of a scene with edge features oﬀer advantages, especially if
combined with color information. Jabri et al. [22] for example, fuses edge and
color foreground features while Javed et al. [23] applies region level validation
with aid of foreground edges calculated from the color MoG model. Edges
represent object boundaries and signiﬁcant features that are especially resilient
to illumination changes, while the color model gives an indication of connected
object consistency.
Our approach considers illumination invariant features and combine their
eﬀect with a color model using a feedback clustering process. We illustrate
this framework by constructing two systems, a MoG system and a simpler high
performance variant.
Bhagavatula et al. [3] provide biological evidence that the eye is guided most
strongly by edge features, with color providing supplementary support. Our
framework expands on that idea and provides a description of how illumination
invariant features can eﬀectively be combined with a color based model.
2.2 Algorithm
The framework proposed consists of two distinct scene models that are discussed
below and their interaction with each other. The details of the interaction are
designed to address the challenges inherent in background modeling.
The ﬁrst model builds on detected illumination invariant features that de-
scribes the scene without regard to color variation. In our implementation we
resort to gradient edge representations, but it is interchangable with any other
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illumination invariant model.
Illumination invariant features that appear in a scene are viewed as indica-
tors of objects of signiﬁcance. Unlike typical background modeling strategies,
color models play a supportive role throughout the process, deferring to the
edge model as the main descriptor of object representation. Only during the
foreground extraction process is the color model consulted to form a ﬁnal con-
sensus foreground image. This plays to the strength of the color model to give
an accurate representation of the shape of the foreground object, and by this
providing the inner connectivity within the object.
Edges of the same object are most likely connected by detected
contiguous foreground of the color model, allowing edges belonging
to the same object to be grouped together.
The system consists of four components: an illumination invariant model, a
color model, a feature clustering module connecting the two models and a mod-
ule to integrate the output of the two models, see Figure 2.1. The learning rates
of both models are regulated by the output of the clustering algorithm. The
feedback between these diﬀerent components improves their individual perfor-
mances allowing a signiﬁcant overall improvement  the whole is greater than
the sum of its parts.
illumination 
invariant model
clustering and
validation
color model
connectivity
metric
detected
features
learning rate 
adjustment
learning rate 
adjustment
input 
image
output
foreground
integration and
compensation
foreground
foreground
Figure 2.1: Overview of the model interaction framework
In our implementation of the framework we utilize a Mixture of Gaussian
(MoG) background model for modeling color and illumination invariance.
2.2.1 Gaussian mixture models
Following Stauﬀer and Grimson [43] each pixel is modeled by a mixture of K
Gaussian distributions. The main advantage of modeling a scene with a MoG is
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its ability to represent the modality of a scene, where each mode is represented
by a speciﬁc component in the mixture model. This means that repetitive
motions such as waving branches can be successfully modeled.
Normally with Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) we use an Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm to estimate the diﬀerent parameters. Since this
model needs to be updated in real-time we use a weighted parameter updating
algorithm.
The probability distribution of a pixel xt at time t is given by
p(xt) =
K∑
j=1
wtjη(x
t;µtj ,Σ
t
j) (2.1)
where µ represents the mean and Σ the spherical covariance of each Gaussian
component η. The weight wtj is an estimate of what portion of the data is
accounted for by the speciﬁc Gaussian, with
∑K
j=1 w
t
j = 1. The K mixture
components are ordered according to ﬁtness wtk/σ
t
k and the ﬁrst B distributions
are used to model the background of the scene, where
B = argminb
 b∑
j=1
wtj > T
 . (2.2)
A pixel is labeled as foreground if it is more than three standard deviations away
from any of the B distributions. Components that fall within the threshold are
considered matched components. The update is calculated using a selection
parameter mtk, k = 1, . . . ,K where m
t
k = 1 if the kth component is a match,
and mtk = 0 otherwise. The parameters of the K components are adjusted
according to
wt+1k = (1− α)wtk + αmtk. (2.3)
We update the parameters of matched components using
µt+1k = ρx
t+1 + (1− ρ)µtk, (2.4)
Σt+1k = ρ(x
t+1 − µt+1k )(xt+1 − µt+1k )T + (1− ρ)Σtk, (2.5)
where
ρ = αη(xt;µtk,Σ
t
k), (2.6)
and α is a parameter (0 < α < 1) that determines the learning rate. A high
learning rate (larger α) allows for quick adaption to sudden changes in a scene,
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while foreground objects fade much more readily into the background. A low
adaption rate (smaller α) on the other hand, is better in isolating foreground
objects from the background, but the background model rapidly deteriorates in
the presence of environmental changes.
2.2.2 Illumination invariant feature model
Edges are less susceptible to changes in illumination than color values, and
is a simple, eﬃcient instance of an illumination invariant feature. Since real
time implementation is a primary goal, the computational complexity of more
sophisticated features quickly becomes prohibitive.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.2: The eﬀects of camera auto-iris adaption. (a) raw image (b) results of
wavelet based model (c) results of color based MoG model.
Shadows and changes in lighting often do not have a signiﬁcant adverse
eﬀect on edges, apart from strengthening or attenuating existing edges. Thus
models constructed from image gradients tend to be rather robust to changes in
illumination as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Note that the MoG model fails rather
badly while the edge-based wavelet model performs much better. This example
therefore indicates any implementation should beneﬁt from using dedicated edge
descriptors in addition to the MoG. Also bear in mind that any suitable edge
detector such as Prewitt, Sobel or wavelets can be used. Shearlets (Yi et al.
[49]) can also be considered, with the advantage that it provides a theoretically
optimal edge representation. Since the emphasis of this chapter is on real time
applications, we demonstrate the ideas using a simple Sobel ﬁlter, allowing a
fast approximation of the image intensity gradient. The edge representation is
described by a two dimensional MoG model from the horizontal and vertical
Sobel components respectively, generated from a grey scale intensity image.
2.2.3 Color model
The RGB color space is modeled by a 3 dimensional MoG. If it is set for a very
quick adaption rate αc, so that it is very responsive to changes in environment,
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the aperture problem becomes problematic  moving homogenous interior re-
gions are perceived as background instead of foreground. This is remedied by
adjusting the learning rate αc according to the illumination invariant feature
clustering as discussed in the next section.
2.2.4 Spatial feature clustering
At this stage of the algorithm an edge and color background model of the image
are available. In order to identify objects of interestobjects appearing in the
scenethey need to be isolated from the background. Each pixel is therefore
compared against the two background models, and if the pixel deviates from
the background distributions, it is labeled as foreground.
This leads to two sets of foreground pixels: One set of edge based foreground
pixels Ef , and another set of color based foreground pixels Cf . Using connected-
component analysis the edge-based pixels are grouped into edge segments. This
simply means that adjacent edge pixels are identiﬁed and connected to form
an edge segment. Similarly, connected-component analysis is used to extract
contiguous color regions from the color-based foreground pixels.
The edge foreground model is the primary indication of the presence of
an object of interest, yet edges and other illumination invariant features are
often disconnected and provide an incomplete description of an object. Edges
belonging to the same object should therefore be grouped together to give a
description of the location of the object. This clustering is then also used to
update the learning parameters of both edge and color background models.
The color foreground model is used for grouping the disjoint edge segments
together. More speciﬁcally, the edges are grouped by constructing an undirected
graph where each edge segment from the scene is described by a vertex vj of a
graph,
G = (V, ε),
where V is set of vertices and ε is the set of graph edges. The vertices vi and
vj are connected by a graph edge eij (= eji) according to the color foreground
model. An (undirected) edge eij is inserted if the two vertices vi and vj (edge
segments in the scene) are connected by the detected color foreground, as il-
lustrated in Figure 2.3. The fully connected vertices point to scene edges that
belong to the same object, as deﬁned by the color background model.
Since the fully connected vertices deﬁne a region of interest RG in the scene
 a region that possibly contains an object of interest  this region should
not be be integrated into the background. The region RG itself is the smallest
rectangular region enclosing the scene edges associated with the fully connected
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v0
v3 v2
v1
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.3: Graph construction a) Moving object. b) Detected edge foreground. c)
Detected color foreground. d) Edge segment graph.
Algorithm 2.1 Edge clustering algorithm.
1. Generate foreground from edge and color background models.
2. Construct the edge segments pixel-wise from the edge foreground image
with connected component algorithm.
3. Construct contiguous color regions from the color foreground pixels.
4. Create graph of edge segments, connected by color foreground regions.
5. Generate regional map of all potential objects.
6. Set update parameters of edge and color background models according to
region map.
7. Update models.
vertices. This means that we assume our region is necessarily compact and
convex matching the nature of objects we are interested in, although the region
only needs to be an estimate. The background learning rate α is therefore set
to zero for this region RG, i.e. if a pixel belongs to RG the update parameters
for the background models are set to zero,
α =
0 if x ∈ RGαK otherwise , (2.7)
where αK is a constant parameter. This applies to both edge and colour models
αc and αe. The background models are therefore not updated in those regions
identiﬁed as possibly containing an object of interest.
The graph generated for each object can be further reﬁned by advanced clus-
tering and graph cut algorithms to give better estimations of potential objects,
but in a real time perspective we ﬁnd that a standard connectivity approach
works well. For the implementation of connected-component analysis we use a
border-following approach (see Suzuki and Be [44]) to identify connected regions.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.4: Failure in detecting the response of the movement of a featureless color
matching object. (a) The input image, (b) edge foreground model, (c) color foreground
model.
During the connected component analysis very small pixel-level disconnected re-
gions, typically from noise and camera artifacts, are rejected. We follow this
approach instead of smoothing or applying other morphological analyses.
Figure 2.4 illustrates a simple test example where a largely transparent fea-
tureless object moves across a background of matching color. This example rep-
resents the type of challenging environment encountered in background modeling
problems, with little to diﬀerentiate the object from a dynamic background. In
Figure 2.4 there are hardly any edges to detect, and the color model foreground
is not well deﬁned. The color model shows signs of the aperture eﬀect, where
the model updates quickly to handle dynamic environmental eﬀects, while slow
moving objects are integrated into the background.
With the introduction of signiﬁcant edges to the object, seen in Figure 2.5,
the edges are detected and the learning rate for both models adjusted. By means
of this process of incremental modeling the foreground of the object improves
over time thanks to the presence of edges.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.5: Moving object with signiﬁcant edges and the results of the clustering
technique. (a) Object moving in time, (b) clustering the edge foreground segments, (c)
color model foreground.
The interactions between the edge and color models is the primary reason
for the eﬃcacy of the procedure in practice. A further advantage is its ability
to retain objects that become stationary, without integrating them into the
background.
2.2.5 Reintegration and object removal
We have assumed that the presence of a foreground is an indication of the
presence of an object of interest. In many situations it is desirable that an
object that becomes stationary not be integrated into the background. It is
however also possible that an object that is stationary during the training of
the two background models, and therefore part of the background is removed.
In this case the detected foreground is an indication of the absence of an object
and should be reintegrated into the background.
An edge-based background model readily allows the identiﬁcation of removed
objects, assuming a reasonably uniform background featuring few strong edges.
This is described in terms of sets. Using the procedure described above, a
foreground region RG is detected.
Let R
′
G denote the set of boundary pixels of the color foreground within re-
gion RG. Operating in this boundary region, let Ef be the set of edge foreground
pixels fe that coincide with R
′
G,
Ef = fe ∩R′G. (2.8)
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This set of pixels is now compared with the set of strong scene edge pixels
Es covered by region RG,
Es =
{
e|e =
√
e2x + e
2
y > ρs, e ∈ RG
}
, (2.9)
where ex and ey are the horizontal and vertical components of the Sobel edge
detector, and ρs is a threshold determining the strength of the edges. The
foreground edge pixels on the region boundary Ef that coincide with the strong
edges in Es, is denoted as the set of conﬁrmed foreground edge pixels Ec. The
set of conﬁrmed foreground edge pixels is therefore deﬁned as the intersection
of Es and Ef ,
Ec = Es ∩ Ef . (2.10)
If the intersection between Ef and Ec is signiﬁcant, it is an indication of the
arrival of an object. In other words, the actual edges in a scene and the detected
foreground edges match up. If on the other hand there is little overlap, it is an
indication of the removal of an object.
Consider an object that has been stationary in a scene since the start of
observation. This object has therefore been integrated into the background
model as part of the scene. If this object starts to move, its previous boundary
would be detected as a foreground edge. This detected foreground edge (on a
detected foreground color region boundary) will not coincide with any actual
edges in the scene. We take this as an indication that an object has been
removed. These detected edges without actual edge counterparts are deﬁned as
negative edges.
The set of negative edges is deﬁned as the complement of the conﬁrmed
edges in the set of foreground edges,
En = Ef\Ec. (2.11)
If the set of negative edges is larger than set of conﬁrmed edges i.e. if,
|En| − |Ec|
|R′G|
> kR, (2.12)
for some threshold kR, it is an indication that an object is removed. Here
|R′G| represents the number of boundary pixels of the color foreground within
RG. Once a removal is detected a background model for that region can be
reinitialized.
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2.2.6 Foreground extraction
We take the union of the edge and color foreground models as our ﬁnal fore-
ground (similar to Javed et al. [23] and Jabri et al. [22]) . Although our for-
mulation is robust against basic illumination changes, real world surveillance
systems often have to deal with environmental and camera eﬀects that happen
too fast for the color model to adapt. The dual model representation of a scene
allows one to introduce cross-model validation.
Color-based cross validation is achieved by deﬁning the illumination quotient
Qt at time t as the ratio of the total color foreground Ctf and edge foreground
Ef ,
Qt =
∣∣∣Ctf ∣∣∣∣∣∣Etf ∣∣∣ . (2.13)
The illumination quotient is now compared between two successive frames,
|Qt+1 −Qt| > kQ. (2.14)
If the diﬀerence is larger than the threshold constant kQ, we increase the color
variance threshold Tc in (2.2) to reduce the color model sensitivity. Conse-
quently large illumination changes are rejected, giving time for the models to
adjust to the new conditions. This thresholding leads to less accurate foreground
regions but more robust segmentation.
Our second cross model validation is to verify that color foreground regions
are bounded by detected edge foreground (see Javed et al. [23]). The number
of boundary pixels |R′G| is now compared with the number of conﬁrmed edge
pixels (from (2.10)),
|Ec|
|R′G|
> pB , (2.15)
where pB is a threshold that serves to conﬁrm that the color foreground region
is bounded by an edge foreground. This property needs to hold for a detected
object to be validated. This aids in dealing with illumination changes and
in rejecting spurious noise artifacts created for instance by water and branch
movement.
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Table 2.1: Similarity measure comparison of illumination, persistence and environ-
mental data sets
Escalator Airport WaterSurface
Proposed MoG 0.532 0.59 0.863
Li 0.445 0.5 0.835
MoG 0.426 0.42 0.779
e-AMF 0.319 0.581 0.7
2.3 Results
We illustrate the performance of our algorithm by performing it on videos from
the data set of Li et al. [27] 1. We use a similarity measure in comparing ground
truth with the calculated foreground similar to that of Li that integrates false
positive and negative errors in one measure. The similarity measure S(A,B)
for ground truth A and detected foreground B is as follows
S(A,B) =
A ∩B
A ∪B . (2.16)
A perfect match gives S(A,B) = 1.0, while a lower number indicates less simi-
larity. The algorithm runs in real-time at 20 fps for images of resolution 640x480
on an Intel I7 processor.
2.3.1 Illumination changes
The Escalator sequence from Li et al. [27] is a good testing ground for illumi-
nation variation in a busy scene. It features dense pedestrian traﬃc in a scene
with varying camera exposure conditions. There is also a moving escalator cov-
ering the bottom half of the video. The results shown in Figure 2.6 compare our
proposed algorithm with that of Li and a normal MoG implementation, with
similarity comparison given in Table 2.1. The Li and normal MoG algorithm
both return more false positives.
The ROC curve in Figure 2.9 illustrates the advantage gained with the cross
model interaction over the normal MoG algorithm, although similar color models
are used. The color model threshold Tc is the parameter varied in both cases.
Any other color based model should similarly beneﬁt from our framework.
2.3.2 Persistence and Integration
The Airport sequence (Li et al. [27]) features a crowded hall with considerable
pedestrian traﬃc, and with an initialization example (where an initially station-
ary person starts to move). A challenging aspect of this data set is the people
1http://perception.i2r.a-star.edu.sg/bk_model/bk_index.html
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Image Truth Proposed Li MoG
Figure 2.6: Results of considerable illumination changes in Escalator sequence.
Image Truth Proposed Li MoG
Figure 2.7: Results of object persistence in the Airport sequence
queuing in the latter part of the video. In Figure 2.7 the other algorithms inte-
grate the people standing in queue into the background, while it is detected as
foreground with the proposed algorithm. Also note the sustained detection of
people in the distance, some not even covered by the supplied ground truth. In
both Figures 2.6 and 2.7 the video clock display is also tracked by the persistent
nature of our algorithm. Although lowering the similarity score we consider it
as part of a scene changing event.
Stationary objects that start to move can introduce falsely detected fore-
ground, especially for objects standing still during model initialization. Figure
2.10 shows the Karlsruhe sequence (Haag and Nagel [15]) after 150 frames with
some initialization eﬀects clearly visible, while after 300 frames the errors are
reintegrated according to Section 2.2.5. Stopped traﬃc is still considered as
foreground, and remains so.
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Image Truth Proposed Li MoG
Figure 2.8: Results of environmental eﬀects in the WaterSurface sequence
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Figure 2.9: ROC curve comparing the proposed algorithm to normal MoG on a
sample of the Escalator data set
2.3.3 Environmental eﬀects
The WaterSurface data set (Li et al. [27]) in Figure 2.8 shows a dynamic ocean
scene. In the second part of the video, a person walks in front of the ocean before
stopping for a few seconds. This sequence oﬀers challenging environmental
eﬀects together with a stationary object integration problem. Table 2.1 shows
that it performs satisfactorily, and rejects the wave motions while still detecting
the person accurately.
2.3.4 Reintegration and Illumination Events
The following illustrates the detection of two kinds of events (Section 2.2.5
and 2.2.6) by using the interaction of the edge and color models. Figure 2.11
illustrates how the rate of change of the color and edge foreground ratio can
be indicative of an illumination event, as applied to a section of the Escalator
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: Recovery from initialization eﬀects. a) Frame 150 with incorrect fore-
ground regions indicated (caused by objects moving during initialization) b) Frame 300
with the regions reintegrated.
Table 2.2: Algorithm constants and values used in implementation.
Symbol Description Value
Tc, Te Background model thresholds 20
αc, αe Learning rates 0.01
kR Reintegration constant 0.005
kQ Illumination quotient delta 0.07
pB Boundary conﬁrmation 0.1
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Figure 2.11: a) Illumination change during escalator data set. b) Color foreground
and edge foreground count without threshold compensation c) Sequential frame diﬀer-
ence of the sum ratio Q. d) Color foreground and edge foreground count with threshold
compensation.
sequence. The choice of constant kQ is to some extent inﬂuenced by the nature
of the scene and illumination eﬀects, but we have found values in the vicinity
of 0.07 to work well.
Figure 2.12 illustrates how we handle reintegration of an object, once part
of the background, that has started to move. The video is from the start of the
Airport sequence where a person starts to move, while having previously stood
still during initialization. Figure 2.12 (c) illustrates the respective contributions
of the negative and conﬁrmed edges as fraction of the bounded region RG, as
represented in Equation 2.12. Once the fraction of negative edges in a region
exceeds the conﬁrmed edges by the threshold kR as illustrated in Figure 2.12
(d), it is an indication that background reintegration can be applied. As shown
the object is quickly integrated into the background.
2.3.5 Eﬀects of noise
Surveillance imagery is often noisy, and our edge based methods are sensitive to
noise. This can be remedied with a preprocessing Gaussian smoothing operation
to the input of the edge detector, applied over a 3x3 neighbourhood. Figure 2.13
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Figure 2.12: (a) Stationary person at frame 100 (b) Person moving away at frame
270 (c) Negative and conﬁrmed edge sum fraction of the region (d) Diﬀerence of sums,
with reintegration at frame 270.
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Figure 2.13: ROC curves of the WaterSurface dataset, with and without added noise.
a) Proposed Algorithm b) Mixture of Gaussians.
compares the performance of the proposed algorithm to MoG with the addition
of Gaussian noise of 5 sigma deviation. The accuracy decreases for both as the
noise level rises, but the proposed method performs better.
2.3.6 Ocean scene
We have applied our method to ocean scenes as a means to detect a boat for
tracking purposes. In an environment such as Figure 2.14 (a stabilised video
clip from the CSIR PRISM Ocean Scene data set) with little to diﬀerentiate
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Table 2.3: Similarity comparison S(A,B) of Ocean Scene
Data set
Ocean scene
Proposed 0.0871
MoG 0.0453
between boat and waves, the advantage of our method is that the edges of the
boat help to focus the activation of the background model update process. This
makes it very robust in even dynamic ocean scenes with considerable wave chop.
A nearest neighbour tracker indicates consistent foreground regions so that a
boat is successfully identiﬁed in Figure 2.15. The nearest neighbour tracker is
a simple tracker that matches each detection with the best matching detection
in the next frame. In this case we match detections using a color histogram
comparison.
The detection of a distant and slow moving object in such conditions with
many false positives of equal prominence is a challenging task and our algorithm
succeeds in detecting it accurately. In comparison to a normal MoG background
model on the same data set, Table 2.3 shows the similarity comparisons and
Figure 2.16 the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. In both cases
the proposed algorithm performs better than normal MoG in this scenario.
Figure 2.17 shows the diﬀerence between the detected foreground of a single
frame of the proposed algorithm and that of MoG. The MoG has signiﬁcant more
detected wave chop, the vibration of the camera is visible at the lighthouse and
the wind eﬀects on the horizon are also picked up.
2.4 Simplifying for performance
The power of this framework is that alternative models can be modularly substi-
tuted into the previous formulation. All that we need is a color based model and
an illumination invariant model, each with an exposed learning rate parameter
that so enables model interaction.
Let us now investigate the possibility of further simplifying the background
model in line with our goal of real time implementation. In this section we
illustrate how the combination of two simple edge and color models remains
robust against illumination changes, while still performing at fast rates suitable
for real-time systems. We construct a single Gaussian edge model (instead of a
mixture of Gaussians) and a median ﬁlter color model from a single grey scale
input image.
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Figure 2.14: Ocean scene with a moving boat in the distance.
Figure 2.15: Ocean tracking progression. Input image, foreground image and tracked
objects.
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Figure 2.16: ROC curve comparing the proposed algorithm to normal MoG on the
PRISM Ocean Scene data set.
2.4.1 Edge model
The edge magnitude is calculated from the horizontal and vertical Sobel com-
ponents of the grey scale image (see also (2.9)),
e =
√
e2x + e
2
y. (2.17)
Assuming that the edge magnitude of each pixel varies independently according
to a normal distribution, we calculate the mean and standard deviation using a
running average approximation over time t with update factor αe,
et ∼ N
(
µt,
(
σt
)2)
(2.18)
µt = αee
t + (1− αe)µt−1 (2.19)
(
σt
)2
= αe(e
t − µt)2 + (1− αe)
(
σt−1
)2
. (2.20)
A pixel is selected as edge foreground if the absolute diﬀerence between edge
value and mean is larger than η standard deviations,
|et − µt| > ησt. (2.21)
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Figure 2.17: Comparison between detected foreground of proposed algorithm to that
of normal MoG on a frame of PRISM Ocean Scene data set. Bounding box of target
outlined in both pictures.
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Figure 2.18: Performance of image size vs milliseconds per frame on Intel I7. Data
points correspond to 3 channel RGB images at (352, 288), (704, 576) and (1408, 1152)
resolutions
2.4.2 Color model
The median ﬁlter eﬃciently identiﬁes outliers, but tend to be computation-
ally expensive. The Approximate Median Filter (AMF) (see, McFarlane and
Schoﬁeld [30]) is a simple, fast recursive ﬁlter to estimate the image median.
The value of the background mean is increased if the input pixel is larger than
the current background median estimate, and decreased if the input pixel is less
than the current background median estimate. The median estimate converges
to the median since half of the updating values is larger and half of them smaller
than the estimated median.
This median ﬁlter is simple, implemented in integer arithmetic and therefore
fast. The ﬁxed rate of update procedure however, means that scenes are slowly
integrated. This is detrimental for both sudden scene changes and static objects.
The update procedure and cross validation allowed by the edge model largely
overcomes this problem.
Real-time in context of surveillance applications typically refers to 5 frames
per second, and as seen in Figure 2.18 that limit is soon reached for larger
images. In comparison with our Mixture of Gaussian implementation and the
algorithm of Li, the simplicity of the AMF implementation means we can get
real-time performance for larger images.
Figure 2.19 shows the improvement of our framework over the normal AMF
algorithm. In comparison to the other algorithms it still performs weaker
though, especially since the sequence has signiﬁcant environmental eﬀects. Ta-
ble 2.1 shows that since we include the framework support for stationary objects,
the Airport sequence performs exceptionally well. The other data sets perform
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Figure 2.19: ROC curve comparing the proposed AMF algorithm to the other algo-
rithms, applied on the WaterSurface data set
a bit less so, caused by the lessened capacity of the simpliﬁed models to deal
with environmental noise.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented a framework that addresses many of the prob-
lems inherent in background modeling. The interaction of illumination invariant
and color models gives us increased object persistence and reintegration capa-
bilities together with robustness to environmental eﬀects. It performs better on
challenging data sets than comparative algorithms, and deals straightforwardly
with stationary objects. It also excels at the detection of slow moving objects
at a distance, even under diﬃcult environmental conditions.
This framework was designed with real-time performance in mind, and the
concept remains applicable with each module replaced with a simpler and faster
real-time alternative.
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Chapter 3
Non-parametric background
modeling
In this chapter we will continue our investigation of background modeling meth-
ods and investigate the state of the art, and how we can improve upon it. We
relax stringent real-time requirements to allow more detailed background mod-
eling. Non-parametric background modeling such as kernel density estimation
are inherently more computationally intensive. By investigating color spaces
and motion cues, we will then try to incorporate this into real-time approaches.
The results of this chapter is under review as Motion shaped bandwidth in kernel
density estimation background modeling [20].
3.1 Introduction
As mentioned before, a fundamental problem in video analysis is to identify
objects of interest in a video stream. The approach of background modeling
is to detect novel objects in the scene (referred to as `foreground') based on
the extent it diﬀers from a background model. The model is trained from
observations of the environment and typically includes features such as colour,
motion and texture.
Background techniques started with the work of Wren et al. [47] where pixel-
wise models describe the colour space with a single Gaussian distribution. In
order to deal with multi-modalities, Stauﬀer and Grimson [43] mapped the
colour space using a Mixture of Gaussians (MoG). This approach allows colour
changes, such as those caused by waving tree branches, to be incorporated into
the environmental background model. Since this is a parametric approach, it
is necessary to specify the number of mixture components, information that is
not always readily available.
Non-parametric techniques allow us to build a model directly from the train-
ing data without any assumptions about the underlying distributions. Kernel
density estimation (KDE) was introduced by Parzen [34] and Rosenblatt [36],
and ﬁrst used by Elgammal et al. [13] for background modeling. Sheikh and
30
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Figure 3.1: Histogram in comparison to Kernel Density Estimation.
Shah [41] extended this into a joint domain-range KDE that not only models
the color space, but also includes the spatial neighbourhoods of pixels. Kernel
techniques also allow diﬀerent features to be combined in the model such as the
use of color and optical ﬂow vectors by Mittal and Paragios [31].
A histogram as in Figure 3.1 is a commonly used density estimation tech-
nique. The data points shown on the x-axis are binned for each interval. A
Kernel Density Estimation is similar to a histogram but represents the data as
a smooth and continuous probability density function. Each data point on the
x-axis contributes a Gaussian distribution that is summed to form the resulting
function as in Figure 3.2. For every data point xi taken as n samples with the
kernel as K and bandwidth h the density function can be expressed as,
f(x) =
1
nh
n∑
i=1
K(
x− xi
h
). (3.1)
KDE is more robust to shifted data than histograms. A histogram may
change its representation completely as data are slightly shifted across binning
boundaries, and therefore comparisons of similar data may not give accurate
results. This is especially true in the case where we model colours of dynamic
environments. Illumination changes and colour variations from moving vegeta-
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Figure 3.2: Gaussian distributions that are summed to form the resulting KDE prob-
ability density function.
Figure 3.3: Inﬂuence of kernel bandwidth choice on the resulting KDE function.
Bandwidth values of 0.3, 0.75 and 1.75.
tion mean we require robustness to data point translation in the colour spaces.
The main issue with the use of kernel density estimation is the choice of
kernel size or bandwidth. In Figure 3.3 the same distribution as in Figure 3.1 is
represented with bandwidth values of 0.3, 0.75 and 1.75. A too small bandwidth
gives un undersmoothed distribution and introduces many unnecessary artifacts.
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A too large bandwidth oversmoothes the distribution and hides some of the
relevant structure.
In classical KDE, methods such as asymptotic mean integrated squared error
(AMISE) approaches are used for bandwidth selection, but as investigated by
Narayana et al. [32] this does not seem to perform competitively in video sce-
narios. Tavakkoli et al. [46] calculate covariances for each pixel from a training
set, but keep it ﬁxed for the rest of the video sequence.
In video background modeling the following approaches for adapting the
bandwidth have proven successful:
1. Switch heuristically between a set of variances for each pixel (Narayana
et al. [32]);
2. Change size according to the rate of color change of each pixel (Mittal and
Paragios [31]);
3. Change shape according to the image edge structure (Antic and Crnojevic
[1]).
We combine the spirit of these three approaches by using optical ﬂow motion
to determine the orientation and size of the spatial kernel bandwidths. Figure
3.4(a) shows a typical Gaussian kernel based at a pixel. This Gaussian has a
spherical covariance, and the value of the pixel inﬂuences all neighbouring pixels
equally. Given the optical ﬂow direction and magnitude in Figure 3.4(b) we can
adjust the spatial variances of the background model to express the uncertainty
induced by motion as shown in Figure 3.4(c). In this way the direction of
the motion causes the neighbouring pixels in the direction of the motion to be
inﬂuenced to a greater extent. This demonstrates that optical ﬂow does not only
serve as relevant features, but gives an indication of what pixel values to expect
within a neighbourhood. The use of this information to adjust the kernel size
and shape increases the performance of the system above other kernel varying
methods.
The main contribution of this chapter is how we apply motion information
in the background training process. This is not only useful in the shape and
orientation of KDE kernels, but also ﬁnds use in the training of more real-time
algorithms.
In the ﬁrst section we discuss standard Kernel Density Estimation tech-
niques, after which extend this by adapting the size and shape of the kernel
bandwidth. We investigate other features and color spaces, and then compare
the results with those of state of the art.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.4: Kernel size and shape adjustment proposal. (a) Typical kernel size. (b)
Motion vector. (c) Adjusted kernel size and shape.
3.2 Kernel Density Estimation
The goal is again to determine whether a given pixel x belongs to foreground
or background. This is cast in a probabilistic framework where we calculate the
probability, P (C|x), where C is a binary variable that takes the values, C = fg
(foreground), or C = bg (background). Using Bayes' rule, this can be written as
P (C|x) = P (x|C)P (C)
P (x|C=bg)P (C= bg) + P (x|C=fg)P (C=fg) . (3.2)
In order to apply this formula, class speciﬁc models for both foreground (P (x|C =
bg)) and background (P (x|C = fg)) have to be speciﬁed. In addition, one needs
the prior probabilities, P (C = bg) and P (C = fg).
Each pixel x is represented by a feature vector x ∈ Rd in d dimensional
space. We use d = 5, a combination of the location in the image represent-
ing the domain, (x, y), and the color space representing the range, (r, g, b).
Regional as well as color characteristics are therefore incorporated into a single
background model. A model for each pixel is developed using the n pixel vectors
compiled from consecutive training frames to form a set ψbg = {y1,y2...yn},
where yi ∈ R5. The class speciﬁc background model of Sheikh and Shah is given
by,
P (x|C = bg) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
G(x− yi; Σbg), (3.3)
where G(x; Σbg) is a zero-mean Gaussian with, for simplicity, a diagonal covari-
ance Σbg,
G(x; Σbg) = (2pi)
−d/2|Σbg|−1/2 exp
(
−1
2
xTΣ−1bg x
)
. (3.4)
Since a diagonal covariance matrix Σbg is assumed, it can be written as the
product of two independent distributions, for the domain xxy, and the range
xrgb spaces,
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G(x; Σbg) = G(x
xy; Σxy)G(xrgb; Σrgb), (3.5)
respectively. The domain kernel in x and y is then given by,
G(xxy; Σxy) =
1
2piσxσy
exp
(
−1
2
(
x2
σ2x
+
y2
σ2y
)
)
, (3.6)
and the range kernel in r, g and b, by
G(xrgb; Σrgb) =
1
(2pi)
3
2σrσgσb
exp
(
−1
2
(
r2
σ2r
+
g2
σ2g
+
b2
σ2b
)
)
. (3.7)
Narayana et al. [33] propose an improvement of the Sheikh and Shah model
to allow the background training pixels yi to contribute probabilistically to
the current background model. More speciﬁcally, the uncertainty regarding the
correct classiﬁcation of the background pixels should be taken into account.
Thus the Sheikh and Shah model of (3.3) becomes the weighted average,
P (x|C = bg) = 1∑n
i=1 P (C = bg|yi)
(3.8)
×
n∑
i=1
G(x− yi; Σbg)P (C = bg|yi),
where the calculation of the prior probabilities P (C|yi) is discussed below. Mak-
ing use of the factorization (3.5), the background model therefore becomes,
P (x|C = bg) = 1∑n
i=1 P (C = bg|yi)
×
n∑
i=1
G(xxy − yxyi ; Σxybg )G(xrgb − yrgbi ; Σrgbbg )P (C = bg|yi). (3.9)
The formulation as in (3.2) also needs a foreground model. Sheikh and Shah
models detected objects, similar to the background model above, with ψfg =
{z1, z2...zm} as the set of m foreground samples with covariance Σfg, and use
that information to improve the classiﬁcation. Similar to (3.8) they use,
P (x|C = fg) = 1∑m
i=1 P (C = fg|zi)
(3.10)
×
m∑
i=1
G(x− zi; Σfg)P (C = fg|zi).
Narayana introduces a third class, C = fu, that explicitly models the emergence
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of new objects (foreground unseen). For each pixel x their class speciﬁc model
is given by,
P (x|C = fu) = 1
RBG
, (3.11)
where R, G and B indicate the number of diﬀerent intensities for Red, Green
and Blue, respectively. This means that (3.2) has to be modiﬁed in order to
take into acount the third class. This is given by,
P (bg|x) = P (x|bg)P
xy(bg)
D
, (3.12)
D = P (x|bg)P xy(bg)
+ P (x|fg)P xy(fg) + P (x|fu)P xy(fu).
The spatial prior probabilities P xy(C) are calculated for the spatial (x, y) coor-
dinate of the pixel vector x. This is based on its classiﬁcation in the previous
frame. The following choices prove to be robust for various data sets (Narayana
et al. [32]),
P xy(bg) = 0.95P˜t−1(bg|x, y) + 0.5(1− P˜t−1(bg|x, y)), (3.13)
P xy(fg) = 0.025P˜t−1(bg|x, y) + 0.25(1− P˜t−1(bg|x, y)), (3.14)
P xy(fu) = 0.025P˜t−1(bg|x, y) + 0.25(1− P˜t−1(bg|x, y)), (3.15)
where P˜t−1(bg|x, y) is a background posterior from the previous frame, smoothed
with a Gaussian kernel to lessen noise.
Note that the prior probability in (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15) assume that a
background pixel classiﬁed as background in the previous frame has a 95% prob-
ability of being background in the current frame. It also has a 2.5% probability
of being one of the foreground objects and a 2.5% probability of originating
from a potentially new object. There is a 50% probability that a foreground
pixel in the previous frame can become background, a 25% probability of this
pixel remaining part of the same object, and a 25% probability that this pixel
becomes a new object. These probabilities may seem arbitrary, but it can be
adjusted based on where and how objects appear in a scene.
This method gives us a Bayesian approach to kernel density estimation incor-
porating background and foreground models, but the choice of kernel bandwidth
still needs to be addressed.
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3.3 Adaptive Bandwidth
The choice of kernel bandwidth has an important eﬀect on the resulting estimate.
Because of the sensitivity of the algorithm to the bandwidth, a single global
bandwidth for a video scene is not eﬀective since local regions could be better
modeled with diﬀerent bandwidths. We extend bandwidth adaption techniques
to use optical ﬂow motion vectors to inﬂuence kernel size and shape. We ﬁrst
investigate the adjustment of kernel size, and then move on to kernel shape in
Section 3.3.1.
Assuming Gaussian kernels, Narayana et al. [32] therefore introduce a vari-
able covariance method that selects an optimal value from a ﬁxed set of alterna-
tives. More speciﬁcally, for each pixel location (x, y) the optimal covariance for
a background process is chosen by maximizing the probability of the background
label at sample x over a ﬁxed set of covariances,
{
Σxbg′
}
= arg max
Σxbg∈Rbg
P (x|C = bg; Σxbg), (3.16)
where Rbg is the set of pre-speciﬁed covariances. Assuming diagonal covariances,
Narayana et al. use two experimentally determined sets of standar deviations:
The spatial set, σxy ∈
{
1
4 ,
3
4
}
, and the color set, σrgb ∈
{
5
4 ,
15
4 ,
45
4
}
. These
values are ﬁxed and the chosen value is therefore not necessarily the optimal
value.
Observing that motion indicates uncertainty within a scene, we express
that uncertainty by increasing the spatial bandwidth size in regions of motion.
Typical examples would be oscillatory movements such as moving vegetation
branches and camera vibration. The contribution of faster moving background
objects are therefore also weakened and less localised.
We incorporate motion in the model by calculating the optical ﬂow vectors
between every pixel of two consecutive frames using either the Lucas-Kanade
[29] or Horn-Schunck [21] algorithms. We specify a linear relationship between
the standard deviation σf and the magnitude of the ﬂow vector f for a pixel at
time t,
σf = k|f |, (3.17)
where the choice of the constant k adjust σf linearly between the values that
experiments of Narayana et al. [32] proved work well on various datasets. This
adjustable standard deviation is added to the set of standard deviations eval-
uated, and in this way the motion components of a dynamic environment is
eﬀectively represented. Figure 3.5 illustrates how the σ varies with time as the
magnitude of the motion vector increases, and also shows how the lower and
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Figure 3.5: The inﬂuence of optical ﬂow vector f on the size of a kernel based on a
pixel. Upper and lower bounds σl and σh informed by empirical evaluation.
upper bounds are clamped to the empirically derived σl and σh standard de-
viations. The value of k is chosen empirically based upon the choice of optical
ﬂow algorithm to inﬂuence the rate that σ vary between the lower and upper
bounds.
As alluded to above the optical ﬂow magnitude is not the only information
useful to modify the kernel, and in the next section we turn to investigate the
modiﬁcation of kernel shape.
3.3.1 Shaped Bandwidth
The direction of the optical ﬂow vector can be used to guide the covariance of
the Gaussian distribution, similar to the work of Antic and Crnojevic [1] that
rotated the covariances based on edge gradient information of images. We do
not only orient the covariances based on motion direction, but also increase the
size based on the motion magnitude. Figure 3.6 shows how we modify the kernel
based on a speciﬁc pixel, elongating it in the direction of the calculated motion
ﬂow at that point and eﬀectively increasing uncertainty in that direction.
Given the ﬂow vector f = (fx, fy), normalized vectors tangential, and nor-
mal to the ﬂow direction are given by vt = f/|f | and vn = (−fy, fx)/|f |
respectively. Choosing σ2f as in (3.17), the variances tangential and normal to
the ﬂow directions are chosen as σ2t = σ
2
f and σ
2
n =
σ2f
K , where K = 1 + |f |.
We convert this into a covariance matrix in the original (pixel-aligned) coordi-
nate system. With the ﬂow vector at an angle θ with the horizontal axis, where
tan θ = fy/fx, the transformation is a rotation through −θ, with rotation matrix
Q =
[
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
]
.
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Figure 3.6: The inﬂuence of optical ﬂow vector f on the shape of a kernel based on
a pixel.
The covariance matrix in the pixel coordinate system is then given by
Σxy = Q
[
σ2t 0
0 σ2n
]
QT
=
[
c s
−s c
][
σ2t 0
0 σ2n
][
c −s
s c
]
=
[
σ2t c
2 + σ2ns
2 −σ2t cs+ σ2nsc
−σ2t cs+ σ2ncs σ2t s2 + σ2nc2
]
= σ2f
[
c2 + 1K s
2 −cs+ 1K sc
−cs+ 1K cs s2 + 1K c2
]
,
where we use the abbreviations, c := cos θ, and s := sin θ. The Gaussian with
covariance shaped according to the ﬂow direction, is therefore given by,
G(xxy; Σxy) =
1√|2piΣxy| exp
(
−1
2
xT (Σxy)
−1
x
)
.
With our choice of K this simpliﬁes to the following,
G(xxy; Σxy) =
√
K
2piσ2f
exp
(
−1
2
(
x2 + y2 + (xfx + yfy)
2
σ2f
)
)
. (3.18)
See Appendix section A.1 for an alternative derivation. Figure 3.7 illustrates
examples of the adapted kernel shape. Figure 3.7(b) shows where the optical
ﬂow magnitude is used to change the size, and Figure 3.8 shows how the direction
is used to alter the shape as well. Note that the magnitude of each kernel is
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normalised for illustrative purposes, and only the kernels at regular intervals are
shown. In practice every pixel is assigned such a kernel.
We can enhance the kernel density estimation model further by using the
optical ﬂow information as a feature itself, as we will now investigate various
features and color spaces.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.7: (a) Frame 16 of Trees dataset with (b) examples of ﬂow vectors at a
pixel and the way they inﬂuence the kernel covariances adaptively for that pixel. Only
kernels at regular intervals are shown and they are normalised for illustrative purposes.
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Figure 3.8: Adaptation of the kernel covariances using optical ﬂow magnitude and
orientation. Also applied on frame 16 as seen in Figure 3.7.
3.3.2 Features and color spaces
Since we use the optical ﬂow vectors to adapt the spatial bandwidth, it is avail-
able to use as features themselves as implemented by Mittal and Paragios [31].
The x-component and the y-component of the optical ﬂow vector are appended
to the feature vector. Each pixel is therefore represented by a vector x ∈ R7
where
x = (x, y, r, g, b, fx, fy). (3.19)
Narayana et al. [32] applies KDE on images in the CIELAB color space [35]
with promising results. CIELAB is a three dimensional color-opponent color
space with the lightness of the color represented on one axis. The second axis
represents the color position on the scale of red to green while the third axis
depicts yellow to blue. In this way it models the human visual system in that
equal perceptible diﬀerences between colours represent equal distances in the
color space. In kernel density background modeling it is especially convenient
that colours of similar appearance are grouped better together, especially when
considering the change to lighter and darker typically caused by illumination
eﬀects.
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Name Description Color Spatial σ Flow σ
RGB Fixed
Fixed spatial
RGB ( 34 ) -covariance
LAB Fixed
Fixed spatial
LAB ( 34 ) -covariance
VKS
Variable Kernel Size
LAB ( 14 ,
3
4 ) -+ adaptive spatial
Shaped
Shaped spatial
LAB ( 14 ,
3
4 , σf ) -covariance
VKS+Flow
Variable Kernel Size
LAB ( 14 ,
3
4 ) (
1
10 )+ ﬂow features
Shaped+Flow
Shaped spatial
LAB ( 14 ,
3
4 , σf ) (
1
10 )+ ﬂow features
Table 3.1: Algorithms considered with covariances.
3.4 Results
For our experiments we use the data set videos of Li et al. [27] featuring envi-
ronmental noise. We compare the F-score of each video where
F =
2× recall × precision
recall + precision
. (3.20)
Precision is the number of correct background pixel matches divided by the
number of all the pixels, and recall is the number of correct matches divided by
the number of matches that should have been returned.
We compare our adaptive and shaped bandwidth with a ﬁxed bandwidth
KDE and Variable Kernel Size (VKS) bandwidth switching of Narayana et al.
[32], all algorithms using their modiﬁed Sheikh-Shah normalisation. We opted
not to use Markov Random Field segmentation or other post processing rou-
tines, so that we just compare the raw results from the classiﬁcation stage
for more direct comparison. Table 3.1 describes all the algorithms evaluated
with accompanying standard deviations used. The color range standard devia-
tions was selected from the set σrgb ∈
{
5
4 ,
15
4 ,
45
4
}
for the RGB color space and
σl ∈
{
5
4 ,
10
4 ,
15
4
}
, σab ∈
{
1, 64
}
for the LAB color space according to the variable
kernel size method (refer to the work of Narayana et al. [32] for an empirical
study).
Table 3.2 shows the results of various algorithms on the Li dataset.
1. RGB Fixed vs LAB Fixed uses ﬁxed spatial covariances, and shows to what
extent the choice of color space can inﬂuence the algorithm performance.
LAB performs considerably better.
2. VKS is normal variable kernel size with variable color and spatial covari-
ances, and performs better than LAB Fixed in all instances. The choice
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RGB LAB VKS VKS Shaped Shaped
Fixed Fixed +Flow +Flow
AirportHall 0.3440 0.5944 0.6020 0.6115 0.6236 0.6140
Bootstrap 0.5837 0.6626 0.6721 0.6636 0.6725 0.6857
Curtain 0.5281 0.8299 0.8341 0.8242 0.8348 0.8251
Escalator 0.2047 0.2342 0.2473 0.2556 0.2668 0.2916
Fountain 0.4711 0.5115 0.5263 0.5628 0.5749 0.5681
ShoppingMall 0.3279 0.5373 0.5514 0.6119 0.5919 0.6221
Trees 0.5615 0.6974 0.7218 0.6873 0.7220 0.7520
WaterSurface 0.7314 0.9464 0.9481 0.9489 0.9480 0.9455
Table 3.2: F-score performance on the Li dataset. The two best results are emphasized
in bold.
of spatial covariances therefore plays an inﬂuential role.
3. VKS+Flow is VKS with the addition of ﬂow features. It shows how the
addition of optical ﬂow information improves the results, but not neces-
sarily so. An explanation may be the noisy nature of optical ﬂow.
4. Shaped is our implementation of VKS with motion vectors changing the
shape of the spatial bandwidth. It performs better than VKS+Flow for
most cases, and is therefore an improved way to use the optical ﬂow in-
formation.
5. Shaped+Flow is with the addition of ﬂow features and performs the best
of our evaluated algorithms.
Figure 3.9 compares the results of the Trees and Fountain dataset videos. These
videos feature signiﬁcant dynamic scenes. The optical ﬂow features lessens ef-
fects of the environment considerably, and by applying shaped covariances even
more so. The noise of the waving branches and moving water is reduced signiﬁ-
cantly. Note that we do not apply morphological post processing, and although
it would increase the performance even more, it makes assumptions on the size
of detected objects and decreases the detection rate for smaller objects.
The ROC curves for the Trees and Fountain dataset are shown in Figure
3.10 and are obtained by varying the probability threshold. The combination of
optical ﬂow features with the shaped covariances shows marked improvements
over standard VKS.
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(a) Image (b) VKS (c) VKS (d) Shaped
+Flow +Flow
Figure 3.9: The improvement oﬀered for (a) a speciﬁc image frame by (b) Variable
Kernel Size, (c) the addition of optical ﬂow features and (d) using together with shaped
covariances. All considered in the LAB color space, for Trees frame 1451, 1695, 1812
and Fountain frame 1158, 1165 and 1190.
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(a) Trees (b) Fountain
Figure 3.10: ROC curves for (a) Trees and (b) Fountain datasets using VKS and
Shaped+Flow
3.5 Discussion
Our method describes a kernel density estimation technique that varies the ker-
nel size based on motion vectors. We leverage the fact that motion implies
inherent uncertainty, and compensate for that by increasing the kernel band-
width. Motion vectors can serve as features in a model, but by varying the
bandwidth we incorporate the vectors in an additional way with promising re-
sults. While we have proved this with kernel density estimation, the spirit of this
technique is potentially transferable to other background modeling algorithms.
In a Mixture of Gaussians background modeling system a Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) models every pixel in the RGB colour space. A large optical
ﬂow magnitude can indicate that a target pixel not only trains its associated
GMM, but all the GMMs of the neighbouring pixels. As seen in Figure 3.11
the window that determines what pixels are considered neighbouring pixels are
scaled directly by the optical ﬂow magnitude. This enables us to create real-time
performing systems using the same approach.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: Extension of optical ﬂow kernel to Mixture of Gaussians. (a) A pixel
with associated motion vector (b) Shaded window of Gaussian Mixture Models that is
trained with the pixel value. The optical ﬂow magnitude determines the window size.
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Table 3.3 compares the F-scores of two environmentally challenging datasets
Trees and Fountain for a MoG and Optical Flow MoG. Figure 3.12 shows the
result for diﬀerent frames in the Trees dataset to what extent the foliage move-
ment was dampened.
Trees Fountain
MoG 0.2552 0.4117
Flow MoG 0.3108 0.4885
Table 3.3: F-score comparison of optical ﬂow MoG.
Frame MoG Flow MoG
Figure 3.12: Frame comparison of MoG and Flow MoG for frames 1451, 1695,
1812.
Optical ﬂow can be an expensive operation, especially if we consider real-
time algorithms and operation. Downsampling an image to speed it up has
obvious disadvantages, as feature detail gets lost and important objects become
indistinguishable. Since we use optical ﬂow as an indirect feature to inﬂuence
kernel size, the inﬂuence of the loss of detail when working on a downsampled
optical ﬂow image is not as signiﬁcant.
A second alternative is to use motion vectors of H264 video. H264 is a video
compression standard that is very bandwidth eﬃcient and therefore ideal for wiﬁ
enabled cameras. Motion vectors are a key element in motion estimation that
is used during the H264 encoding process. It is deﬁned in the H.264/MPEG-4
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Figure 3.13: Motion H264 block sizes on a video of moving water.
Figure 3.14: Motion vectors extracted from a video featuring prominent sideways
camera movement.
AVC standard documentation as a two-dimensional vector used for inter pre-
diction that provides an oﬀset from the coordinates in the decoded picture to
the coordinates in a reference picture.
Many IP cameras support H264 by default and since the motion vectors are
calculated on the hardware it is very inexpensive to extract computationally.
H264 operates on blocks of various sizes as in Figure 3.13 where each block
has an associated motion vector, as visualised in Figure 3.14. In this way we
get the advantages of optical ﬂow, although with less accuracy and resolution,
but still perfectly suited for kernel size adjustment.
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3.6 Conclusion
Non-parametric background modeling is a powerful method to describe an entire
scene as a single density function. Joint domain-range kernel density estimation
let us model the spatial relationship of pixels, operating on regions rather than
on the pixel-wise level. The choice of bandwidths and classiﬁcation thresholds
proves to be a challenge, with the goal to keep it general across data sets.
We have demonstrated how the classical problem of adaptive kernel band-
width can be approached and understood with the use of optical ﬂow. The
regional nature of the moving environment is integrated into the background
model by adapting the size and shape of the Gaussian kernels. This shape
adaption performs better than using the optical ﬂow features directly. Com-
bining the shaped kernel technique together with optical ﬂow features gives the
best results. With this we show that the adjustment of kernel size and shape
by optical ﬂow improves the functioning of kernel density estimation models for
dynamic environments.
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Chapter 4
Moving camera integration
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters we showed how to create a real time background mod-
eling framework and how to push the envelope of background modeling using
kernel based methods. In all of this we operated with the assumption that we
are using a single ﬁxed camera that is looking at a speciﬁed view of the scene.
A camera equipped with a wide angle lens is able to cover a large ﬁeld of view.
This is at the expense of capturing the necessary detail to spot small objects at
a distance. Using a camera with a longer focal length has the opposite problem,
where the view is too small to cover the entire scene.
Outdoor environments are typically expansive, and even with expensive high
resolution cameras, multiple cameras may be needed. It is our goal to replace
multiple cameras with a single PTZ camera to detect events in an outdoors
environment, and to capture the events in zoomed in detail.
We now combine the elements of the previous chapters in constructing a
real time Pan-Tilt-Zoom security system for surveying a large outdoor space. It
creates a panorama background model of the entire region of interest which we
will use to detect objects and eliminate environmental noise. We also estimate
the object size using a metric plane ﬁtted to the ground plane of the scene.
The construction of the panorama background model share many similarities
with image stitching (see for example Szeliski [45]). Image stitching works by
detecting common features in two overlapping images, and ﬁnding the best
correspondences to align the images into a single composition as done by Brown
and Lowe [7], Bartoli et al. [2].
While image stitching uses feature matching extensively, feature availability
is not a guarantee. This procedure requires a suﬃcient number of corresponding
features, something that is not always a given between to particular scenes. This
is especially true for dynamic environments featuring moving vegetation. Luck-
ily the PTZ hardware enables us to control the angle of camera viewing direction
and level of zoom manually. For means to relate the viewing direction to image
alignment we require the camera intrinsic parameters. Sinha and Pollefeys [42]
calibrates the PTZ camera by automatically scanning over a feature rich scene,
49
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aligning hundreds of images and estimating these parameters by means of fea-
ture matching. Least squares reﬁnement algorithms such as bundle adjustment
is a necessary step though, which makes it unwieldy for real-time usage. Wu and
Radke [48] developed a fully calibrated PTZ model to create a camera panorama
using the camera orientation, but mechanical inconsistencies still requires the
use of feature matching to generate a panorama accurately. Perfect matching
using camera orientation alone is therefore a signiﬁcant challenge.
We therefore approach the problem with our robust background model so to
not require perfect matching, but with the option to use features to reﬁne the
homographies if they are available.
Estimating object size from a single view camera as done by Bimbo et al.
[4], Criminisi et al. [10] is useful in detecting relevant objects and eliminating
environmental noise. We take this to the context of a moving Pan-Tilt-Zoom
camera. We combine our background modeling and size estimation together
with feature approach to build a robust system that can monitor a terrain.
4.2 Hardware
The system consists of a single PTZ camera supported by an Intel I7 processor
running the computer vision algorithms. We use a Vivotek SD7313 camera
with 35x optical zoom as in Figure 4.1 on the right. This amount of zoom
is able to capture a considerable amount of detail, not available using wide
angle lenses. Figure 4.1 also shows a ﬁxed Axis 207 IP camera on the left that
gives a static wide angle view that we will use for comparative purposes in the
results section. This static camera will detect objects within an area using the
algorithms of our previous chapters, while the PTZ camera will look around
within that speciﬁed area using the same algorithms. This will conﬁrm the
functioning of our algorithms on a moving platform.
The PTZ camera is driven by stepper motors with 35200 steps for 360 degree
pan angle ψ, and 8800 steps for the 90 degree tilt angle φ. This means that we
have access to pan and tilt angle increments of 0.01 degrees.
The camera also allows for 10 preset bookmarks, that enables us to switch
very fast between view points. This is useful in switching to prespeciﬁed view
points faster than what is normally possible.
Figure 4.2 plots the magniﬁcation against the available zoom stepper data
points for the ﬁrst 10 levels of zoom. The image moves from a macroscopic wide
angle ﬁeld of view to a deep zoomed in view as shown in Figure 4.3.
The pan, tilt and zoom settings can be set and read from the camera, so
viewing direction and ﬁeld of view are controlable.
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Figure 4.1: Static and Pan Tilt Zoom (PTZ) camera setup.
Figure 4.2: Magniﬁcation vs stepper steps.
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Figure 4.3: Zoom level 1 and 10.
4.3 Camera model
In order to develop the panorama background model we require to align separate
images with the knowledge of the camera orientation. For that we require the
parameters of the camera.
We consider a pin-hole camera model (Hartley and Zisserman [16]) which
projects the world from three dimensional space to a two dimensional image,
x = PX, (4.1)
where X is a real-world coordinate as a homogeneous 4-vector (X,Y, Z, 1)
T
and x is an image point in homogeneous coordinates. Figure 4.4 shows the
relationship between the real-world and image plane coordinates according to
the pin-hole camera model.
The P matrix contains a 3x3 calibration matrix K with the intrinsic para-
meters of the camera and the 3x3 rotation matrix R, then
P =
[
KR 0
]
, (4.2)
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Figure 4.4: Pinhole camera model.
where 0 is the camera origin in world coordinates, i.e. the camera origin is
chosen as the world coordinate origin. The intrinsic camera matrix K is given
by (fx, fy) that represents the focal length in terms of the pixel coordinates in
the x and y directions respectively. Also important is the principal point (cx, cy)
in terms of the pixel coordinates of the current camera view point
K =
 fx 0 cx0 fy cy
0 0 1
 .
Note that the focal length parameters change as the camera moves from one
zoom level to another, while the principal point remains the same.
Suppose that the projection matrix of a PTZ camera at a particular instant
is given by P1. A world coordinate X is projected onto the image plane as x1
by
x1 = P1X.
If we deﬁne P+1 =
[
(K1R1)
−1
0T
]
a straightforward calculation shows that
it is a pseudo inverse in the sense that P+1 P1 = I. We can recover X from x1
using this pseudo inverse by
P+1 x1 = P
+
1 P1X,
= X.
Now suppose that the projection matrix of the PTZ camera changes to P2
(K changes due to changing focal length of zooming, R due to rotation). The
same world feature X is now projected to a new image point x2
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x2 = P2X
=
[
K2R2 0
]
X (4.3)
=
[
K2R2 0
] [ (K1R)−11
0T
]
x1 (4.4)
x2 =(K2R2)(K1R1)
−1x1
=K2R2R
−1
1 K
−1
1 x1
=K2RK
−1
1 x1
=Hx1 (4.5)
H = K2RK
−1
1 . (4.6)
This deﬁnes a homography H between two camera image plane views, given two
diﬀerent PTZ camera views. Each view has a calibration matrix and a rotation
matrix that relates the views with each other.
In three dimensional space the Rodrigues equation describes the rotation of
a vector r1 through an angle θ around an axis of rotation s,
r2 = r1 cos θ + (s× r1) sin θ + s(s · r1)(1− cos θ). (4.7)
This can be expressed in matrix form as
r2 = Rr1.
By inserting the components of all three vectors s =
[
sx sy sz
]T
, r1 =[
r1x r1y r1z
]T
and r2 =
[
r2x r2y r2z
]T
into (4.7) results in the fol-
lowing rotation matrix,
R =
 s
2
xvθ + cθ sxsyvθ − szsθ sxszvθ + sysθ
sxsyvθ + sxsθ s
2
yvθ + cθ syszvθ − sxsθ
sxszvθ − sysθ syszvθ + sxsθ s2zvθ + cθ
 ,
where sθ := sin θ, cθ := cos θ and vθ := 1− cos θ.
The PTZ camera rotates independently around two axes, so we can derive
a rotation matrix for each. We have access to the exact direction of camera
orientation, with the tilt angle φ and the pan angle ψ. Inserting rotation vectors
sφ =
[
1 0 0
]T
and sψ =
[
0 1 0
]T
gives
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Rφ =
 1 0 00 cφ −sφ
0 sφ cφ
 , (4.8)
and
Rψ =
 cψ 0 sψ0 1 0
−sψ 0 cψ
 (4.9)
where the image plane is deﬁned by the X and Y axes. Combining the two
rotation matrices of (4.8) and (4.9) with (4.6) gives
H = K2RψRφK
−1
1 , (4.10)
that we will use as transformational matrix to warp one image view into relation
with another.
4.4 Feature Registration
The rotation parameters needed for the homography in the previous section can
be obtained from the camera position sensors. The sensors however might be in-
accurate in which case it is necessary to calculate the homography directly from
the observed scene if possible. This requires the identiﬁcation of correspond-
ing features in two scenes. SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) features
of Lowe [28] or BRIEF (Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features) of
Calonder et al. [8] are used to match two frames and from this a homography
can be calculated. SIFT features match more accurately while BRIEF features
are very suitable for real-time operation. Since not all feature matching is cor-
rect, the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm (Fischler and Bolles
[14]) calculates the best alignment homography by considering what matches
are inliers and outliers. Figure 4.5 shows how BRIEF matches corresponding
features between two panned images.
4.5 Camera calibration
In our camera model we require four parameters, the two focal length represen-
tations fx, fy and the principal point cx and cy. The focal length changes as the
camera zoom changes, so we will have to calibrate the camera for various zoom
states. This is a once oﬀ process. For uncalibrated zoom levels we may have to
interpolate the values, but since the camera API only gives us the capability to
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Figure 4.5: BRIEF features matched between two panned images.
have access to 10 speciﬁed zoom levels, we simply run the calibration process
for each level.
We assume the principal point is invariant to camera zoom, similar as done
by Wu and Radke [48] and Lanz [26]. To ﬁnd the representation of the principal
point, we zoom the camera out to give a wide angle view of a feature rich
scene. A number of signiﬁcant features are located, whereafter the camera is
then zoomed a level deeper. The features are matched and the matching vectors
extrapolated to meet at the image center representing the principal point. This
is repeated for other zoom levels to conﬁrm that the point remains the same.
When we start with the principal point known, it simpliﬁes the derivation
of the focal length. By deﬁnition the focal length changes with zoom level, so
we run the calibration level for every frame. The pan-tilt-zoom camera goes
through an automated scanning process for a chessboard pattern set up at var-
ious orientations as in Figure 4.7 following the work of Zhang [50] using the
implementation of OpenCV.
The relationship between the image point m and real world point M in
homogenous coordinates is
sm = K
[
R t
]
M with K =
 fx 0 cx0 fy cy
0 0 1

where s is a scale factor and (R, t) is the rotation and translation which relates
the world coordinate system to the camera coordinate system. With n images
of a model plane and m points each plane we can estimate these parameters
using a maximum likelihood estimate by minimizing the distance
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
‖mij − m˜(K,Ri, ti,Mj)‖ (4.11)
where mij is a chessboard image point and m˜ is the projection of pointMj onto
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Figure 4.6: Calculating the camera center from zoom level 1 to 2 and zoom level 2
to 3. Features on one zoom level are matched to features in the next zoom level. The
camera center remains the same.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Samples from the camera calibration image set at (a) levels 2 and (b)
level 8.
the image i. This is a non-linear minimisation problem that we can solve using
the Leverberg-Marquardt algorithm.
Lens distortion can cause straight lines to not appear straight. This dis-
tortion changes as the zoom level changes, and we can also determine these
parameters during the calibration process.
We can ﬁrst do the initial estimation as explained above, whereafter we reﬁne
the distortion parameters, repeating the process until it converges. For the lens
distortion we take the radial distortion as
x˘ = x(1 + k1r
2 + k2r
3 + k3r
6) (4.12)
y˘ = y(1 + k1r
2 + k2r
3 + k3r
6), (4.13)
and tangential distortion
x˘ = x(2p1xy + p2(r
2 + 2x2)) (4.14)
y˘ = y(p1(r
2 + 2y2) + 2p2xy), (4.15)
giving us a 5 distortion coeﬃcients D = (k1, k2, k3, p1, p2). These parameters
are estimated using similar non-linear minimisation algorithms as in (4.11).
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4.6 Mechanical uncertainties
Theoretically it is possible to model the camera perfectly. Since we have access
to the pan, tilt and zoom state it should be possible to determine the camera
parameters and use the known state to align the image to the panorama ex-
actly. A full PTZ calibration was also attempted by Wu and Radke [48], but
he found that mechanical imperfections play a signiﬁcant role. Ziyan adjusts
these imperfections by supplementing the system with feature based matching,
and this is a strategy that we also follow. The robust nature of our background
modeling is also useful in lessening the eﬀects of exact alignment.
The following issues deserve attention. Stepper motors have an inherent
inaccuracy, and although small these errors accumulate over time. Our assump-
tion that the camera rotates around the camera centre is also a source of error.
Apart from this, Ziyan points out that camera parameters may change as the
device is turned oﬀ and on, in the sense that the home position of the camera
drifts over time. The home position is the default position and orientation of
the camera that it assumes after power on.
If a camera is mounted outside additional problems arise. Wind vibration
for example, is a major source of misalignment. All these issues contribute
that an exact alignment is not to be expected. The probabilistic nature of
our background modeling deals with most subtle misalignment, as the real-time
framework of chapter 2 quickly integrates misalignments into the model without
giving signiﬁcant false alarms.
4.7 Estimating object size
The estimation of size can be crucial in identifying the nature of an object in
a video stream. This can help in eliminating false alarms by diﬀerentiating
between pedestrians, vehicles and animals. It is also very useful in eliminating
environmental noise judged too small to be relevant. Figure 4.8 shows a metric
plane superimposed on the ground plane of a scene, adjusted as the camera
pans.
We estimate the true size of an object depending on its location on a virtual
plane as in Criminisi et al. [10]. The basic assumption is that the object rests
on a ﬂat horizontal plane that we consider as the base plane. The lower part
of the object is located on the ground at a speciﬁed point, and we consider this
the position of the object in the terrain. All of this presupposes that we are
operating on level terrain within observational range of the camera.
The ﬁrst goal is to determine the points on the base plane horizon that
deﬁnes the plane axes. This horizon is the image of the line at inﬁnity and is
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Figure 4.8: Metric plane on a terrain adjusted by camera angle.
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Figure 4.9: The image of the world plane. Estimating the world plane from two sets
of parallel lines. The line between vx and vy is the line at inﬁnity.
called the vanishing line. The points on the vanishing line are called vanishing
points, and are images of points at inﬁnity.
The images of parallel lines on the world plane always intersect in the same
vanishing point. An image may have more than one vanishing points, and all
these points fall on the vanishing line. Figure 4.9 shows how we can calculate
the two vanishing points that deﬁne the X and Y axis of the world plane. In
homogenous coordinates the lines between p1and q1 and between p2 and q2 is
given by
lp1q1 = (p1 × q1) (4.16)
lp2q2 = (p2 × q2). (4.17)
The vanishing point vx is at the point where these lines intersect and is given
by
vx = lp1q1 × lp2q2 (4.18)
and similarly for vy
lp1p2 = (p1 × p2) (4.19)
lq1q2 = (q1 × q2). (4.20)
vy = lp1p2 × lq1q2 . (4.21)
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Figure 4.10: The image plane and the world plane.
As shown in Figure 4.10 we deﬁne a coordinate system in XY Z world space
where X and Y deﬁnes a world plane, with the Z-axis placed perpendicular to
the plane. The image coordinate system xy deﬁnes an image plane coordinate
system.
The goal is to calculate the projection matrix that maps the image point t
to a corresponding point Xt on the world plane. Both points are expressed in
homogenous coordinates and related through Π, a 4x3 projective transforma-
tion.
t = ΠXt =
[
pi1 pi2 pi3 pi4
]
Xt (4.22)
The vanishing point of the X-axis in homogenous world coordinates is equal to
X = vX =
[
1 0 0 0
]T
. By inspection the column pi1 of Π can therefore
be taken as vx in the image plane
vx =
[
pi1 pi2 pi3 pi4
]
vX = pi1. (4.23)
This gives us pi1 and when done similarly for the Y and Z-axes give us pi2 = vy
and pi3 = vz taken up to scale factors a, b and α respectively. Note that vz
cannot be calculated from the base plane. However using a typical human height
one can determine the vanishing point in the vertical direction, as before. The
last term pi4 = Π
[
0 0 0 1
]T
, which is the projection of the world origin,
is conveniently chosen as the vanishing line,
pi4 =
vx × vy
|vx × vy| = l, (4.24)
ensuring that the point does not fall on the vanishing line. The reason for this is
that the homography (as discussed below) becomes degenerate if all its columns
fall on the same line.
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The projection therefore becomes,
x = ΠX (4.25)
=
[
pi1 pi2 pi3 pi4
]
X (4.26)
=
[
avx bvy αvz l
]
X. (4.27)
The height of an object is the distance between the real world points Xt and
Xb i.e. the top and bottom of an object. This distance can be estimated from
the image points t and b detected on the image. In Figure 4.10, taking points
in the image plane to the real world coordinates,
ρb = ΠXb (4.28)
=Π
[
X Y Z 1
]T
(4.29)
=avxX + bvyY + αvzZ + l, (4.30)
and,
µt = ΠXt (4.31)
=Π
[
X Y 0 1
]T
(4.32)
=avxX + bvyY + l. (4.33)
By eliminating ρ and µ gives,
αZ =
|b× t|
lT b |vz × t|
, (4.34)
We can also calculate where a world plane points falls on the image plane
as point (x, y) by introducing a homography between the two planes
[
x y 1
]
= HXb (4.35)
H =
[
avx bvy l
]T
, (4.36)
where a and b adjusts the relation between X and Y axes metrics and can
be calibrated from known distances. We use the inverse of H for the inverse
operation.
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Algorithm 4.1 Metric calibration sequence.
1. Select two sets of parallel lines p1, p2 and q1, q2 deﬁning the world plane
giving vanishing points vx and vy.
2. Select typical human heights (corresponding to head and feet positions)
at various locations, and calculate α and vz.
3. Optionally reﬁne a and b on known distances for more accurate X, Y
coordinates to calculate Π.
There are also many ways to calculate the ground plane from using lines in
the scene the to taking short motions of tracked objects as lines on the plane
as done by Bose and Grimson [6]. In our system we deﬁne the ground plane
by deﬁning two sets of parallel lines and a height that corresponds to a typical
human length. Using existing parallel lines in a scene is a good starting point,
but in the absence of parallel lines adjustment by inspection is a functional
secondary strategy.
Algorithm 4.1 lists the steps during the once oﬀ calibration sequence.
Applying the rotation of the camera on the plane rotation as in Figure 4.8
is as simple as modifying (4.36) to include the rotational R matrix of (4.6) such
that
[
x y 1
]
= RHXb.
4.8 Background construction
We use the background model described in Chapter 2 together with the optical
ﬂow training region idea of Chapter 3 to build a background model for the entire
pan-tilt-zoom panorama.
The camera view is centred on the scene in a wide angle view which will form
the origin of the background model panorama construction as in Figure 4.11.
With the origin marked the current camera intrinsic parameters are stored in
K1 of (4.10).
As the view of the camera changes, the image is transformed to ﬁt in the
overview panorama as illustrated in Figure 4.12. The Mixture of Gaussians
describing the background are then appropriately updated.
In Figure 4.13 the gray box (region a + b) represents the initial origin view of
the camera. At the start of operation it enters a learning stage with accelerated
learning rate for the entire box. After intialization the learning rate returns to
normal.
As the camera switches to the white box (region b + c), the unknown part of
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Figure 4.11: Panorama image with size of zoomed out camera frame.
Figure 4.12: Detail of a zoomed view on the larger panorama.
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Figure 4.13: Update map and rate the moment after camera view moves to the white
box a) out of view origin frame b) origin part of new frame c) unknown frame.
the image region c is initialized with an accelerated learning rate, while region
b continues at the standard rate. Region a is not updated anymore since it is
out of view. After initialization both region b and c follows the normal rate.
4.9 Results
Testing a PTZ system is inherently challenging since it involves the interaction of
computer vision algorithms and a mechanical system. The detection of objects
in the video frame inﬂuences where the camera will look next which in turn
inﬂuences what is shown in the video frame. This feedback cycle means that data
sets are therefore either non-existing or not interesting, and do not represent
the real world hardware in challenging outdoors environments that we expect
to handle. The generation of the data set is itself part of the algorithm.
We therefore adopt a testing strategy of comparing the PTZ algorithm and
background model with the same background model running on a wide angle
view static camera. We refer to chapter 2 and 3 for comparisons of the back-
ground model with other algorithms. Since the wide angle static camera has far
less resolution and is thus less detailed it is expected to not detect all activity.
In our comparisons we have constrained the PTZ camera to only operate on the
static camera ﬁeld of view, although with much higher resolution and in-depth
captures of actual events.
For our system we deﬁne a grid on a terrain that describes a perimeter that
we want to secure. The environment features prominent trees with signiﬁcant
foliage movement, and also background activity of a busy road.
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4.9.1 Static camera compared to PTZ camera activity
Our main evaluation of the system is a cross-validation between the static cam-
era and the PTZ camera looking at the same scene. Although this does not give
any information about the replacement of several static cameras with a single
PTZ camera, it does provide a stringent test for the eﬃcacy of the algorithms
developed for the PTZ camera.
The static camera is a ﬁxed mount Axis 207 IP camera that takes a wide
angle view of our operating terrain. The PTZ camera changes to a randomly
chosen orientation within those bounds. Figure 4.14 shows the static camera in
comparison with the panorama constructed from the PTZ camera. Since the
PTZ camera gives a zoomed-in view it detects activity more accurately, but also
may give more false alarms due to transitioning and the associated illumination
changes. The greater detail provided by the PTZ camera explains the increased
pixel activation of the PTZ graph in Figure 4.14.
Each 20 seconds the pan angle is adjusted to a new position within the
bounds also covered by the static camera. Figure 4.15 shows the static activity
vs the PTZ activity, where activity is the number of foreground pixels detected
by the background model as we have developed in Chapter 2 and 3. We deﬁne
this sum of the number of activated pixels as the activity in a scene.
In making the comparison fair we match features on the static image and
calculate the homography to align it with the PTZ panorama. From this we ﬁnd
the corresponding window in the static image that corresponds to the PTZ view-
ing window. We therefore make a fair comparison of the foreground detected in
an area of the static image that corresponds to the PTZ viewing window.
In Figure 4.15 we can see that the activity pattern match between the two
cameras. In some places the PTZ detects more activity as its viewing range is
more detailed and covers more of the grass. The static camera has less detail
(caused by less resolution) and tends to miss smaller events, although the PTZ
misses some activity during transition.
4.9.2 Zooming in on events
Our second evaluation is to detect events and then to zoom in for a more detailed
look at the event. This again involves our static camera setup. The two cameras
operate independently. If the PTZ camera detects an event it automatically
zooms in for a closer look. This involves discovery of novel objects and zooming
in on relevant zones to obtain a high resolution image of an event. The static
camera measures the activity within a set window. Figure 4.16 shows the basic
setup, with a plane ﬁtted to the area of interest. Trigger zones are located in
the center that activates the event zoom functionality. After the camera has
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Figure 4.14: Static vs PTZ image panorama.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of static camera with PTZ camera activity detection.
Shaded regions an unshaded regions indicate diﬀerent PTZ views. Note correspon-
dence of peaks between top and bottom graph.
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Figure 4.16: Panorama of event detection grid.
zoomed in an image is captured whereafter the camera returns to the scanning
around the scene.
Figure 4.17 shows the static camera activity in the trigger area compared to
the PTZ events detected for 20 minutes. The activated pixels in the trigger area
as observed by the static camera is plotted, together with markers representing
events detected by the PTZ system. The PTZ camera detected all the events
as it triggered on the detection grid, but the time the camera takes to zoom-
in combined with the speed of some pedestrians causes that some zoomed-in
captures were missed. This would be less of an issue for a perimeter placed on
open ground and with additional predictive tracking added to start zooming in
prematurely so to capture really fast moving objects.
Figure 4.18 shows triggering of the metric plane in two instances. Figure
4.19 shows successful event detection and zooms, with the advantages that PTZ
resolution provides in comparison to a similar image area of the static camera.
The results of the system running for a longer period of 3 hours is shown in
Figure 4.20. Since the PTZ camera can zoom in it provides far greater picture
quality of events. On the PTZ camera facial features can be identiﬁed, while in
the static camera it remains blurry.
4.10 Discussion
Our experiments show that we can extend our background modeling system to
the PTZ camera without signiﬁcant loss of accuracy. We additionally set up a
metric plane on the scene, and use that to trigger speciﬁc areas based on the
size estimate of detected objects.
The background modeling is capable of dealing with subtle mechanical mis-
alignments and changes in illumination that occurs regularly with change of
camera orientation.
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Figure 4.17: Comparing static camera activity to PTZ event indicators for 20 minute
period. The activated pixels of the static camera in the trigger area is plotted, together
with markers representing events detected by the PTZ system.
Figure 4.18: Triggering in panorama view.
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Figure 4.19: Sample of events comparing a resized window of the static camera to the
captured PTZ event image. The increased resolution of the PTZ image makes facial
recognition possible.
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Figure 4.20: Comparing static camera activity to PTZ event indicators for 3 hour
period. The activated pixels of the static camera in the trigger area is plotted, together
with markers representing events detected by the PTZ system.
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We validated our approach by comparing the PTZ with a static camera ob-
serving the same scene. The PTZ camera did not miss any events, and provided
high resolution zoomed-in images.
Fast moving objects proved challenging though, and while detected, can
move too fast for the zoom-in capture to get a high resolution image. This can
be remedied by choice of perimeter on more open ground, oﬀering less occlusion
by trees and to assure that more time has to pass before the object passes out
of view. In our testing area the presence of moving trees disrupted our tracking
techniques, but with improved tracking that handles occlusion better, predictive
zooming would be able to capture even fast moving objects.
A next step is to extend the system to operate on larger scenes that would
require many static cameras. This would increase the likelihood of missing
detections though. A possible remedy would be to enable the PTZ camera to
detect while moving in a slow patrolling motion, and not to detect while only
looking ﬁxed in a speciﬁc orientation.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Video surveillance in outdoor environments can be extremely challenging. Mov-
ing vegetation, changes in illumination and water surfaces are all examples of
environmental noise that need to be addressed. It becomes even harder when we
want to detect novelty in a scene in a real-time way. Real-time computer vision
is essential if we want robotics and camera systems to respond and interact with
the real world.
Background modeling remains a fast and reliable method to detect novelties
in a scene, and we have developed and implemented a number of improvements
on the currently available technologies.
We improve real-time background modeling by creating a framework that
combines illumination invariant and colour models resulting in a model that
is better than the sum of its parts. It was shown that the combined model
performs better on standard data sets by proving much more robust to environ-
mental eﬀects. Objects that form part of the background during initialisation
are often problematic. The combined model allows us to detect these objects
if they subsequently detach themselves from the background. We also have
more control of the rate at what still-standing objects are integrated into the
background model.
Non-parametric, kernel-based methods allow more sophisticated background
models, albeit at a higher computational cost. A major concern is the shape
of the kernel and we developed a novel algorithm based on motion vectors. We
indicated how this idea can be useful to improve other real-time algorithms by
allowing motion vectors to shape the training windows at data points.
Building on our experience from these approaches we create a functioning
Pan-Tilt-Zoom system where a single camera is capable of replacing several
single cameras. This camera is able to cover a larger area and provide more
detail to closely track and monitor intruders.
One of the challenges of PTZ cameras is to build a background model using
its pan, tilt and zoom facilities. It requires, among other things, that a panorama
has to be developed using information at diﬀerent zoom levels.
We estimated the parameters of the camera and built a panoramic back-
ground model together with a metric plane to estimate the size of detected ob-
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jects and so minimize false alarms. The background model needs to be trained
as the camera moves around and observes unknown terrain.
A real-world moving camera adds more complexity to the visual problem,
adding mechanical imprecision and changes in illumination exposure. Real-time
background modeling systems prove eﬀective in mitigating these eﬀects to make
a functioning system.
Testing the PTZ system is challenging since the algorithm determines the
video sequence. This means that one cannot detach the video sequence from
the algorithm running on the PTZ camera. This makes it diﬃcult to provide
standard video sequences for a comparative investigation with other algorithms.
We have however shown that our PTZ camera is as eﬀective in detection as a
static camera but with the additional advantage of giving high resolution event
images.
One important application is that of detecting small vessels on the ocean.
We have done rudimentary testing with our background modeling algorithms,
but the ocean remains very unpredictable and stormy. More real world testing
would help us improve the detection and extension of the PTZ system for use
on ocean going vessels.
A challenging aspect in our main test scene of chapter 4 is the interaction of
moving vegetation with objects of signiﬁcance. As cars and people move behind
trees, it would be very useful to keep the tracking locked onto the object. This
scene proved very challenging for tracking algorithms, and this is something that
would greatly help with trajectory estimation. This in turn could help improve
the PTZ control of where to look next.
Maximising the number of static cameras we can replace with a single PTZ
while minimising missed detections is another avenue of investigation. Improve-
ments in tracking and scheduling work would contribute to this goal.
We have provided the foundation for real-time detection of events in envir-
onmentally challenging scenes, even with the added complication of a moving
camera platform. From here machine learning and classiﬁcation can provide
greater selection and insight on detected events. After this ﬁrst detection pass
more advanced and time-consuming algorithms can operate and so maintain the
real-time characteristics of the system.
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Appendix A
Derivations
A.1 Kernel equation derivation
The following is an alternative derivation of the kernel equation (3.18) in chapter
3. Again with the choice of K the equation simpliﬁes to a more elegant form.
The component of the vector x normal to the ﬂow vector is given by xn =
x·f
|f | , while the square of the component parallel to the edge is given by xt
2 =
|x|2 − x2n. We scale the variance of the component normal to the ﬂow vector
σ2n =
σ2
K by factor K = 1 + |f | and select the tangential variance equal to
σ2t = σ
2 where σ is the covariance scaled by the ﬂow vector magnitude as in
(3.17). Since our new coordinate system is an isometric transformation, the
equality holds with (3.6),
x
y
flow vector f
xt
xn
Figure A.1: The inﬂuence of optical ﬂow vector f on the shape of a kernel based on
a pixel.
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G(xxy; Σxy) =
1
2piσnσt
exp
(
−1
2
(
xn
2
σ2n
+
xt
2
σ2t
)
)
(A.1)
=
√
K
2piσ2
exp
(
−1
2
(
Kx2n
σ2
+
x2t
σ2
)
)
(A.2)
=
√
K
2piσ2
exp
(
−1
2
(
(1 + |f |2)x2n + (|x|2 − x2n)
σ2
)
)
(A.3)
=
√
K
2piσ2
exp
−1
2
(
(x·f)
|f |2
2
+ (x·f)2 + |x|2 − (x·f)|f |2
2
)
σ2
)
 (A.4)
=
√
K
2piσ2
exp
(
−1
2
(
|x|2 + (x · f)2
σ2
)
)
(A.5)
=
√
K
2piσ2
exp
(
−1
2
(
x2 + y2 + (xfx + yfy)
2
σ2
)
)
. (A.6)
This is similar to (3.18), but instead of using trigonometric functions it applies
normal and tangential vectors.
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Appendix B
Algorithms
B.1 RANSAC algorithm
RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) tries to minimize the outliers in a data
set X by ﬁnding the best parameter p for model M ,
∑
i
[M(xi|p) ≥ K]
where K is a chosen threshold.
The algorithm is as following.
Algorithm B.1 RANSAC algorithm
• Select a random set of N samples from the original data set. N is the
minimum number of points required to ﬁt the model.
• Fit the model by estimating parameters p that ﬁt the N samples the best.
• Compare all the data points to this model, and place points that ﬁt the
criterion in the consensus set.
Q =
∑
i [M(xi|p) < K]
• If suﬃcient number of points in the consensus set, store the parameters.
• Repeat for predetermined number of times.
B.2 BRIEF features and FAST corners
Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features (BRIEF) by Calonder et al.
[8] are highly eﬃcient feature point descriptors that are especially useful in a
PTZ system with an already tight computation time budget.
For an image patch of size S × S a test is devised
τ(p;x,y) =
1 if p(x) < p(y)0 otherwise
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Figure B.1: Random association between image pixels in the BRIEF image patch.
Image from paper of Calonder et al. [8].
Figure B.2: Circle around candidate pixel p in the FAST corner detector. Image
from paper of Rosten et al. [37].
where p(x) is a smoothed pixel intensity at position x. The BRIEF descriptor
consists of nd such tests combined into an nd-dimensional bit string
fnd(p) :=
∑
1≤i≤nd
2i−1τ(p;xi,yi).
These are located on random image positions in the image patch. The features
are compared for similarity using the eﬃcient Hamming distance operation.
We use the BRIEF features on corners detected by the FAST corner al-
gorithm of Rosten et al. [37] that is also very eﬃcient run-time performance
wise.
The FAST detector considers all the pixels falling on a circle radius around
the candidate pixels as in Figure B.2.
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The basic FAST detector classiﬁes a pixel p as a corner if there exists a set
of n contiguous pixels in the circle which are all brighter than Ip + t, where Ip
is the intensity of the base pixel and t is a threshold, or all darker than Ip − t.
These comparisons are made in an extensive decision tree that was generated
by a machine learning algorithm to optimize information gain in a training set.
B.3 Rodrigues equation derivation
A vector v = ax + by + cz, with a, b, c ∈ R is to be rotated around the z-axis
by an angle θ giving
v′ = ax′ + by′ + cz,
where x′ and y′ are rotations of x and y in the x− y plane.
Using the rotation formula this is
x′ = x cos θ + y sin θ
y′ = −x sin θ + y cos θ
so that
v′ = (ax+ by) cos θ + (ay − bx) sin θ + cz.
Expressing the factors in terms of v and z gives
ax+ by = v − cz = v − (v · z)z
ay − bx = a(z × x) + b(z × y) + c(z × z) = z × v.
Substituting into the previous expression for v′ gives
v′ = (v − (v · z)z) cos θ + (z × v) sin θ + cz.
=v cos θ + (z × v) sin θ + z(z · v)(1− cos θ).
Redeﬁne the z axis to change the axis of rotation.
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Appendix C
Hardware Access
C.1 Camera API parameters
Both cameras used are IP cameras and are connected to the local area network
via ethernet.
The Vivotek PTZ camera is parameters are driven by HTTP request com-
mands that can be operated from wherever you have access to the camera. In
the following documentation <ip> refers to the camera IP address.
C.1.1 Image access
We access the Motion JPEG image streams of both PTZ and static camera with
the OpenCV VideoCapture class.
Vivotek SD7313
http://<ip>/video.mjpg
Axis 207
http://<ip>/axis-cgi/mjpg/video.cgi
C.1.2 Positioning
The following commands controls the PTZ camera orientation and zoom state.
<pan> is a value with maximum 35200, <tilt> with 8800 and zoom from 1 to
10.
http://<ip>/cgi-bin/viewer/camctrl.cgi?channel=0&settilt=<tilt>&setpan=<pan>&setzoom=<zoom>
http://<ip>/cgi-bin/viewer/camctrl.cgi?channel=0&gettilt&getpan&getzoom
C.1.3 Movement
Free form movement is possible by setting horizontal and vertical velocities
<vx> and <vy> with speed <vs>.
http://<ip>/cgi-bin/viewer/camctrl.cgi?channel=0&camid=0&vx=<vx>&vy=<vy>&vs=<vs>
C-1
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Zooming is controlled by setting <zoom> to wide for zooming out or tele
for zooming in. Zoom movement is stopped by running the stop command.
http://<ip>/cgi-bin/viewer/camctrl.cgi?channel=0&camid=0&zooming=<zoom>
http://<ip>/cgi-bin/viewer/camctrl.cgi?channel=0&camid=0&zoom=stop
C.1.4 Presets
Presets are like view bookmarks that can be quickly accessed. A preset has an
<id> from 0 to 9.
http://<ip>/cgi-bin/viewer/recall.cgi?channel=0&recall=<id>
Presets are added and deleted with the following commands:
http://<ip>/cgi-bin/operator/preset.cgi?channel=0&addpos=<pos>
http://<ip>/cgi-bin/operator/preset.cgi?channel=0&delpos=<pos>
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